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Fast Invoice Processing Multi-step approvals All-in-one solution 

Purchase Orders GRN Advanced Reporting 

What we do

Zahara is a cloud-based all-in-one AP automation solution that allows businesses to gain
control and visibility of what they are buying. They save time automating the slow processes
used to get supplier invoices paid.

Easy to use and fast to deploy, it seamlessly integrates into current systems, with built-in OCR
invoice recognition and customisable document management options. Approvals for both
spend requests and vendor invoices can be created engaging the right people to take decisive
action. 

We are based in the beautiful Georgian city of Bath, in the UK with our development teams in
Poland and India. We also have an office in Brisbane, Australia and Virginia, US. 



Why introduce Zahara
to your clients? 

Multi-step approval - custom, automated
workflows saving time and mistakes  

OCR - email in and scan invoices, auto
match to POs, straight through processing

Mobile app - raise orders, approve and
upload invoices on the go 

Easy to use interface, simple, easy, slick,
fast

Advanced reporting - maximum visibility
and forecast of spend 

For them 

Full integrations with Xero, QuickBooks,
Sage 50 and Sage 200

Month and year end reporting - split
costs by departments and projects

Access your client records any time

UK based expert support team

Resellers discount - on subscription,
opportunity to sell your own training
time 

For you 
"Zahara has been a complete
revolution for our clients."

Bridge Financials
Zahara Partner 

"Zahara has become crucial in
our processes, it's a secure

option for us."



Software Partners

- Specialists in your own software or
a key reseller

- Enhance your product using
Zahara to give clients more
functionality

- Make your client's lives easier
while generating income

 

Accountancy Partners

- Refer your clients to use Zahara for
automation and increased
productivity 

- Simply introduce Zahara or deliver
setup and training for additional
income  

 

Partner Plans

Partnership Support 
- Dedicated partner portal 
- Project plan templates
- Suggested pricing

 

- Tips and hacks 
- Marketing materials 
- Product updates 
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Our partners

Join our community of trusted partners 

Contact Us 1. 2. Agree a plan 3. Start selling 


